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HPC University

HPCU actively seeks participation from all sectors of the   
HPC community to:

● assess the learning and workforce development 
needs and requirements of the community,

● catalog, disseminate and promote peer-reviewed and 
persistent HPC resources,

● develop new content to fill the gaps to address 
community needs,

● broaden access by a larger and more diverse 
community via a variety of delivery methods,

● and pursue other activities as needed to address 
community needs

Reference: http://hpcuniversity.org
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Course Requirements

• Anaconda with Python 3
• This should already be installed on your lab computer

• Introductory Notebook
• https://github.com/jeaimehp/Jupyter_Python_Intro_Xsede

• Data Science Notebook
• https://github.com/kellyp2738/python_data_science
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Getting the Files

• https://github.com/jeaimehp/Jupyter_Python_Intro_Xsede
• Clone or download > Download ZIP
• Go to downloads folder and double click the ZIP file
• Open Anaconda Navigator > click Jupyter Notebook
• In the Jupyter notebook and select ‘Folder’ from the ‘New’ dropdown 

menu
• Click the checkmark next to the Untitled Folder and select Rename

from the menu bar. Name it “PythonIntro”. 
• Open PythonIntro, select Upload
• Select all files from the Jupyter Python Intro folder in Downloads
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Course Outline

● Section 1: Introduction to Jupyter Notebooks
● Section 2: Python Basics 

● Output, Math, Variables, Tuples
● Section 3: Modules, Conditionals, Loops
● Section 4: Lists/Dictionaries, Input, Graphs, Scripts, Datafiles 

(Reading, Writing), Dataframes,  Functions
● BREAK: 15 minutes 
● Section 5: Data science overview
● Section 6: Data science workflows
● Section 7: Additional exercises
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Introduction to Jupyter Notebooks

● What - Open-source web application used to 
create documents that can run embedded 
code.

● Who - The evolution of iPython initially coded 
by Fernando Pérez from the University of 
Colorado at Boulder

● When - Released in 2014 
● Where - Used around the world by data 

scientists, and purveyors of scientific computing
● Why - Reproducibility and ease of use. 
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Accessing Jupyter Notebooks from Anaconda
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Anaconda with Jupyter Notebooks

Clicking on the Jupyter Notebook icon should 
automatically trigger the Terminal to load and then open 
a browser window.

If the browswer doesn’t start, you can copy the URL 
listed in the Terminal window. 
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Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Dashboard
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Jupyter Notebooks Terminology
Kernels
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Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Toolbar
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Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Cell
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Jupyter Notebooks Terminology

Cell Type Dropdown
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Hands-on
Open Anaconda → Jupyter Notebooks and then open 

“Jupyter_Intro.ipynb” 
Goals:
● Make a Markdown Cell with a Level 1 Header
● Run the cell to render the Markdown code

○ [Shift]+[Enter] or Click the “ | Run” button in the Toolbar
● Write and render plain text in Markdown
● Create Lists
● Add a link
● Add LaTeX code
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Helpful Hints

● The file extension for Jupyter Notebooks is “.ipyjp”

● Run Jupyter Notebook Cells in descending order.

● If Jupyter seems to have strange responses you can click “Kernel” 
from the toolbar and then “Restart and Clear Output” then rerun the 
cells individually.
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About Python
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● What - Python is an interpreted, high-level, general-
purpose programming language.

● Who - Created by Guido van Rossum
● When - First released in 1991 
● Where - 38.8% of the coding world uses this 

language.
● Why - Python has a design philosophy that 

emphasizes code readability, notably using “significant 
whitespace”. It provides constructs that enable clear 
programming on both small and large scales. 



Long Live Python 3
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Python 2 is now legacy software and no longer 
has support from the development community 
and will not receive security updates. 

Python 3 is now the industry standard across 
most fields of science and is particularly useful 
in Data Science as it has better support for Data 
Frames, Artificial Intelligence, and Machine 
Learning. 



Hello, World! 
Note: Please create a fresh Python 3 Kernel Jupyter Notebook
Goals:
● Run a “Code” cell with a statement in Jupyter Notebooks
● Use the print function  print(text)
● Create Comments  # 
● Basic Math (+, -, *, /, %)
● Equivalence (>, <, ==, !=) 
● Create numeric variables  variable = num
● Python Challenge - Associative Property
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Python Challenge - Associative Property

Givens:
a = 3
b = 50
c = 103

Use all that you have learned so far to create a three(3) cell 
Jupyter Notebook that: 

1. Explains the Associative Property (copy and paste from 
Wikipedia). [Note: The first cell must have at least one 
(1) header, text, and the equation above in LaTeX 
format]

2. Saves a, b, and c variables with the given values
3. Gives the answer to the above equation both ways. 
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Remember  “=” IS NOT THE SAME AS “==”

● a = 5 means set the variable “a” equal to 5 

● a == 5 asks if the value stored in variable “a” is the 
same as the number. The result will output either True
or False!
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A Bit More About Variables 
Learned so far:
● You can “declare” a variable with variable_name = num

Extended:
● Variable types:

○ Integer - number = 5
○ Float - number = 5.3
○ Complex - number = 5j
○ String - number = “Five”
○ Boolean - number = True
○ Tuple - number = ( “Three”, 4, 5j)
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Python Basics 
• Modules: Files containing definitions that can be imported into other modules or into 

a main modules that collects variables for scripting. 

• Conditionals: scripting programming command that performs different computations 

or actions depending on whether a specified item evaluates as true or false.

• Loops: sequence of statements which is specified once, but which may be carried 

out several times in succession.
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Goals:
● Import and use a Module

○ import math
○ dir(math)

● Create and use a Conditional
○ if, elif, else 

● Create and use a Loop
○ for, while, range 

● Python Challenge - Heads or Tails
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Modules
A module (similar to libraries in C/C++/JAVA) is a file containing 
Python definitions and statements. In short, it adds pre-written 
functionality to your code. 
Common modules:
● Math - exponentials, pi, trig functions, etc. 
● Random - generate random-ish numbers 
● Os - current working directory, list directory, etc.
● Numpy - array as a dataframe object
● Scipy - statistics, optimization, signal processing, etc. 
● Pandas - data sets as dataframe objects
● Matplotlib - primarily used for generating graphs
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Equivalence Reminder
Operator Description

== If the values of two operands are equal, then the condition becomes true.

!= If values of two operands are not equal, then condition becomes true.

> If the value of left operand is greater than the value of right operand, then condition becomes true.

< If the value of left operand is less than the value of right operand, then condition becomes true.

>= If the value of left operand is greater than or equal to the value of right operand, then condition becomes true.

<= If the value of left operand is less than or equal to the value of right operand, then condition becomes true.
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Conditionals

Syntax:
if (condition is true):

statement
elif (optional condition is true):

statement_2
else:

statement_3

The indentation of four(4) spaces is critical for multiple statements.
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Loops

Syntax:
for x in range:

statement

while (condition is not true):
statement_2
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Python Challenge - Flip a Coin 10,000 Times

Givens:
Heads =1
Tails = 0

Use all that you have learned so far to create Jupyter Notebook that: 

1. Uses a loop of your choice and conditionals to generate 10,000 random 
numbers each modulus (%) 2 which will give either a 0 or a 1 as a result.

2. Save (or increment += 1) a variable named “heads” equal to the 1’s
3. Save (or increment += 1) a variable named “tails” equal to the 0’s 
4. Print the total number of “heads” and “tails” found in 10,000 flips.

[Hint: You will need to import the “random” module. To generate a random 
number use “random.randint(1,10000)”]

[Hint 2: This program is a bit more complex than the last. Take a moment to plan 
your code before you jump in and start typing. This exercise combines several 
skills, you need to know what you expect before you start.]
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Further Python Basics

(More Syntax, Lists/Dictionaries, Graphs, Input, Try/Except, Scripts, Datafiles 
(Reading, Writing), Dataframes, Functions, Object Oriented Programming)
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Please Open the “Section 4 Examples.ipynb” File

• The examples are more complicated but are essential for furthering the 
development of data science research using Python

• Dataframes in particular will be very useful for parsing data. 
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Let’s Take a Break!

We’ll reconvene in 15 minutes
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Data Science Overview

• Data science is used to drive decision making under 

uncertainty

• Python is a key part of the data science toolbox
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Data Science / Machine Learning / Statistics

• Statistics: applied mathematics to describe data in terms of probability 
• How does this system work?
• What is the probability of either my observed data or my hypothesis?

• Machine Learning: applied statistics to predict outcomes
• What variables are good predictors of the outcome of interest?
• How does adding new data improve prediction?

• Data Science: combine statistics, machine learning, and domain 
expertise to drive decision making.
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Python for Data Science Requirements

• Python experience
• you know what variables are and how to assign them
• you’re familiar with basic data types (floats, integers, strings)

• Data experience
• you’ve worked with spreadsheets before
• you’re comfortable reading graphs like scatter plots or histograms

• Statistics experience
• you’re familiar with descriptive statistics (mean, standard deviation, etc.)
• you’ve seen linear regression before
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Statistical Models for Data

Classification Regression

Iris setosa Iris virginica Iris versicolor
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Statistical Models for Data

• Logistic regression
• Multinomial regression
• Decision tree
• Random forest
• Support vector machine
• Clustering

• Linear regression (many types)
• Random forest

Classification Regression
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Machine Learning Models for Data

• Labeled data / known outcomes
• Learn a data model

• Unlabeled data / unknown 
outcomes

• Learn data structure

Supervised Unsupervised
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Data science workflow

gather clean explore model 
building

question

action

Python!
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Data science workflow

gather clean explore model 
building

question

action

Python!
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Question: Can we classify plant species?

Iris setosa Iris virginicaIris versicolor

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iris_flower_data_set
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Question: Can we classify plant species?

Iris setosa

Iris virginica

Iris versicolor

https://observablehq.com/@sandroormeno/tensorflow-con-iris

Can we identify 
species of iris by their 
petal and sepal 
lengths and widths?
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Data science workflow

gather clean explore model 
building

question

action

Python!
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Gather Data: The Iris dataset

• Morphological data on three Iris species
• Collected by Edgar Anderson; introduced by 

RA Fisher in 1936
• Extensively used in statistics and machine 

learning training
• Distributed with sklearn and other libraries
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Data science workflow

gather clean explore model 
building

question

action

Python!
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Python’s Data Science Stack

clean explore model 
building

Python!

numpy, pandas
seaborn, matplotlib

sklearn
statsmodels
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Clean data are easier to analyze

• Format data in a way Python can read

• “.csv” or “.txt” files are easiest to work with

• Some libraries, like pandas, can handle “.xls” or “.xlsx” files

• Excel, Numbers, etc. can export data to “.csv” or “.txt”
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Organized data are easier to analyze

• Use long format instead of wide format when possible
• Long format data have one observation per row:
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Organized data are easier to analyze

• Use long format instead of wide format when possible
• Wide format data have multiple observations per row:
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Organized data are easier to analyze

• Use long format instead of wide format when possible
• Python can convert your data between these two formats:

• Pandas “melt” converts wide -> long
• Pandas “pivot” or “pivot_table” convert long -> wide
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Cat behavior data (conceptual example)

This is Twinky. She likes
• Sitting in the bathroom sink
• Meowing loudly

This is Columbo. He likes
• Snuggling
• Chasing toys
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Cat behavior data, wide format

Cat behavior data, long format
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Data cleaning also involves:

• Checking for type consistency
• Numbers where you expect numbers
• Characters where you expect characters

• Looking for missing data, and determining how to handle it
• Removing contaminating data (e.g. spaces or special characters) 

from your dataset

We’ll explore some ways of doing this in Python in the hands-on 
exercise.
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Exploring Data with Python’s Science Stack

clean explore model 
building

Python!

numpy, pandas
seaborn, matplotlib

sklearn
statsmodels
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Exploring Data through Visualization

Histograms show the 
frequency of 
observations of a 
single value
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Exploring Data through Visualization

Boxplots, 
violin plots, 
and strip plots
also show data 
distributions
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Exploring Data through Visualization

Scatterplots show the 
correlation between two 
variables
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Exploring Data through Visualization

Pair plots make 
scatterplots for each 
pair of variables in a 
dataset, and histograms 
for each variable.

They can also be 
colored by categorical 
variables.
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Model Building

gather clean explore model 
building

question

action
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Model Selection: Plant classification

Iris setosa

Iris virginica

Iris versicolor

https://observablehq.com/@sandroormeno/tensorflow-con-iris

Our example is a 
supervised
classification
problem: we want to 
group observations by 
a category (species), 
and we have labeled 
training data.
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Model Training and Testing

Most of the data (70-80%) 
are used for model training.

The remainder are set aside 
(not used), and reserved for 
testing the model.
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Model Training and Testing

Measure model prediction 
accuracy on the testing set
Classification Accuracy:
• Precision
• Sensitivity (Recall)
• Specificity

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sensitivity_and_specificity https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Precision_and_recall
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Model Training and Testing

Receiver Operating 
Characteristic
• As you increase your false 

positive rate, how quickly 
do you increase your true 
positive rate?

• Goal is Area Under Curve 
= 1

https://towardsdatascience.com/understanding-auc-roc-curve-68b2303cc9c5
http://www.semspirit.com/artificial-intelligence/machine-learning/classification/classifier-evaluation/receiver-operating-characteristic-roc-curves/
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Model Training and Testing

Measure model prediction accuracy on the 
testing set
Regression Accuracy (brief)
• (Normalized) Root mean squared error
• R2
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Model Training and Testing

• Other train/test strategies
• K-fold cross-validation
• Leave-one-out validation
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Data science workflow

gather clean explore model 
building

question

action

Python!
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Actionability of Data

• Plant classifier could be used to help gardeners, scientists, or anyone 
with an interest in irises.

• Did we fairly and equitably represent all Iris species?
• Does our model introduce bias into classification? If so, what 

consequences might there be?

Our Iris example is a bit contrived, but remember that machine learning 
and data science drive actions daily in a number of domains: 
healthcare, commerce, education, etc.
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Classification Error
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Classification Error
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Classification Error
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Hands on Exercises

• https://github.com/kellyp2738/python_data_science
• Clone or download > Download ZIP
• Go to downloads folder and double click the ZIP file
• Open Anaconda Navigator > click Jupyter Notebook
• In the Jupyter notebook and select ‘Folder’ from the ‘New’ dropdown 

menu
• Click the checkmark next to the Untitled Folder and select Rename 

from the menu bar. Name it “DataSci”. 
• Open DataSci, select Upload
• Select all files from the Data Science folder in Downloads
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Session Survey
Please fill out the following survey: 
https://gatech.co1.qualtrics.com/jfe/form/SV_0xMI2bnF1TGJam1

We greatly appreciate your feedback and review all comments to help us 
improve future trainings! 

Slides from this workshop are available at: 
http://hpcuniversity.org/resources/search/
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Installing Anaconda on your Personal Computer

• https://www.anaconda.com/distrib
ution/

• Download
• Follow the installation wizard

• Open Anaconda Navigator
• Select Jupyter Notebook
• This generates a clean notebook 

that you can do new work with
• Anything you save in this

Notebook will stay with it the next 
time you start it
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